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Decision: Build small or large parking garage?    Build small  Demand is low: 40%  Losses: $2M   Cost: $8M   Demand is high: 60%  Profits: $20M     Build large  Demand is low: 40%  Losses: $6M Objective: Maximize the total future expected value  Cost: $14M   Demand is high: 60%  Profits: $35M 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Appendix 3: Real Options Example 
Let us revisit our entrepreneur’s parking garage decision and use the Real Options approach. By thinking in terms of postponement of decision as much as possible without sacrificing the future, we can think of a new and intuitive alternative of option to extend along with the previous two alternatives. The logic of the new option to extend is as follows: 
• build a small garage initially (4 floors), but with strong enough building foundations to support an additional 4 floors in the future, if needed 
• a few years later, as the parking demand becomes clear based on the commercial development of the area, the entrepreneur can decide to: 
• expand the garage by building the additional 4 floors on top of the strong foundations, if demand is high; 
• keep the garage as is, incurring no additional costs, if demand is low. Building a small garage with strong foundations is of course more expensive than just the small garage. We can assume that it costs $10M. The additional initial cost of building the small garage ($2M in our case) would be the options premium, i.e. the additional cost paid upfront that allows us to defer, therefore capturing the value of the flexibility of this strategy. In the Real Options terms, the underlying asset on which we are buying an option is the garage expansion i.e. capacity. Finally, the exercise price of the option is the cost of expanding the garage, an assumed present value of $4M. Let us now look at the financial outcome of this option strategy, using similar figures as presented in the decision analysis example: 
• if demand is low, then the building costs of the small garage with strong foundations will be $10M, but the operating losses will only be $2M as earlier, or a total net present loss of $12M. 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• if demand is high, then our entrepreneur will choose to expand the garage at the opportune time (once he is sure that demand will be high). The total present costs of construction are $10M + $4M = $14M. The profits will be assumed to be $33M (lower than our previous “build large” case, because we can reasonably assume that some sales are lost while the extension is being built). This brings a net present profit of $33M ‐ $14M = $19M. If we make a similar expected value calculation, from today’s point of view (i.e. a 40% chance of a low demand and a 60% chance of a high demand), the expected value of our Real Option strategy is $19M*0.6 ‐ $14M*0.4 = $5.8M. This is clearly higher than the expected values of both previous inflexible strategies (build large: $0.6M profits; build small: $3.2M profits). The Real Options framework bring the best of both worlds: by having a flexible strategy, we are effectively reducing the risk of a very large loss, while keeping open the possibility to yield large profits when possible. This is the value of flexibility. We should however note that expected value calculation, as it was made in the previous section for immediate decision‐making with static strategies, is not an accurate and complete way to evaluate real options. Because we are looking at a decision that will be made in the future from today’s perspective, we are undervaluing flexibility. In reality, following our simple example, the decision to expand or not will be made in the future, using newly acquired information about the market, so that the chances of success of this strategy are much higher than if we were to take the decision immediately. In addition, we are not evaluating the possibility that the market may eventually be slower than expected and take a long time to grow. With the flexible strategy, we could imagine keeping the small design for ten or more years, and only then expand the garage when conditions become favorable: in this case, the option to expand has no limitation in time. 
